9.
The These problems also involved the prediction of subsequent events An issue we had not dealt with before given some initial configuration.
We were dissatisfied with the reasoning processes which NEWTON went through to solve the problem. The block is given a nudge from rest.
a.
-/ /R L.{~ --.C. 3 We would be interested in the comments of those working in visual perception The analysis above for At is a general one. It relies on the fact that given a particular particle and time the particle can only be at one place
i.e that tbere is a fW1ction from objects and times to places
The same analysis holds for other functions, e.g.
A particle has only one velocity at any t~e.
A particle has only one acceleration at any time,
A period has only one duration A period has only one initial moment etc. We can design a general We are n~w in a position to form a generalization.
.fW1C~~ call"
FC, which first performs the t:tap described in the last sub- 
